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Abstract— The main aim of the steering system is to offer good directional stability. Now a day’s most commonly used steering system 

is two wheel steering system. The requirement of more turning radius is the main problem in two wheel steering system and also it 

has less efficiency. To overcome these problems we can use four wheel steering system. The problem of over steering and under 

steering can also be rectified. The purpose of our work is to make all four wheels movable simultaneously using linkage mechanism. 

We use Ackerman steering mechanism at both the front and rear wheels for steering the vehicle. 

Keywords— Ackerman mechanism,Four wheel steering,Turning radius,Steering effort,Links. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

   Four wheel steering system is introduced because it is more advantageous than two wheel steering system. Turning of 

vehicles with larger wheel base in confined spaces is very difficult with two wheel steering system. Turning radius of these 

vehicles can be reduced by employing four wheel steering system instead of two wheel steering system. Installment of four 

wheel steering in a vehicle enhances parallel parking, high speed lane changing and short U-turn. Most common four wheel 

steering system consists of similar rack & pinion arrangement for four wheels such as in two wheel steering in two wheels. In 

our project, links were used instead of gear so that the design and manufacturing of gears can be eliminated. 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 Lohith, Shankapal and Gowda (2013) [1] found that, in four wheel steering less driver input is needed than that of two wheel 

steering. Also, four wheel steering is found more effective when compared to two wheel steering system. Four wheel steering 

system has following advantages, 

• Superior stability, 

• High steering responsiveness, 

• Smaller tuning radius, 

• Slight improvement in rapid lane changing maneuvers. 

 According to Ruban, kumar, Shanmugavelan, Srinath and Ramesh (2017)[10], While taking a turn, the condition of perfect 

rolling motion must be satisfied, if all the four wheel axes when projected at one point called instantaneous centre about which 

the vehicle rotates. The following equation should also be satisfied: 

  Cot ø – Cot θ = c/b 

Bhishikar, Gudhka, Dalal, Mehta, Bhil, Mehta (2014) stated that, Four wheel steering system performs two operations namely, 

• In-phase steering, 

• Counter-phase steering. 

In In-phase steering all the four wheels turn in the same direction whereas in counter phase steering the rear wheels are 

turned in opposite direction of front wheels. 
The turning radius of a vehicle gets reduced while implementing four wheel steering system instead of two wheel steering 

system. Due to this the vehicles can easily make U-turn in counter phase steering condition. 
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Also it is found that the design and manufacturing of rack & pinion (which was used in many vehicles) is complex and cost 

associated with its production is also high. In order to overcome these problems we implement only links to achieve better 

steering, so that notable reduction of cost is achieved. Also the steering effort is reduced in our design. 

This four wheel steering system is very much useful in vehicles which have higher wheel base such that it can turn easily in 

narrow roads.  

 

 

 

III. COMPONENETS 

      This four wheel steering system consists of the following components:    

• Frame,  

• Steering column, 

• Steering wheel, 

• Links, 

• Tie rod, 

• Kingpin, 

• Bolts and nuts.                                                                                                                                                                                         

 

 

 

IV. WORKING PRINCIPLE 

          The working of our steering system is based on Ackerman mechanism on both front and rear wheels. The main aim of 
Ackerman geometry is to avoid the slips that occur in vehicle when it is moved in a curved path. The steering wheel, steering 
column, tie rod and all the links are fixed based on the design.  

Now when the steering wheel is rotated steering column rotates and link on which steering column is fixed also rotates. The 
ends of that link are connected to two different links, out of one is connected with rear L-type link and the other one is connected 
with front L-type link. Thus, when the steering wheel is rotated the L-type link which is fixed about one point at its centre also 
rotates. Then the L-type link is connected to the respective tie rods (front and back) and the ends of the tie rod are connected with 
Ackerman arms by means of bolts. The Ackerman arms are connected with the wheels by means of kingpins. Thus the linear 
movement of tie rod is converted to angular movement of wheel.  

      Finally we have designed counter-phase steering in which the rear wheels are turned in direction opposite to that of front 

wheels. 

 

 
 

Fig.1  CATIA designed model 
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V. CALCULATIONS 

A. Specifications: 

   

TABLE I 

SPECIFICATIONS 

  

Particulars Dimensions 

Wheel base 1m 

Track Width Front and Rear 0.755m 

King Pin Centre to Centre 

Distance 

0.57m 

Weight of car 15kg 

Weight Distribution 60:40 (Front : Rear) 

B. Ackerman Mechanism:       

 

Fig.2  Ackerman angle 

α = tan-1 [(king pin centre to centre distance)/2*wheel base] 

         = tan-1 [0.57/2*1] 

      α = 15.900 

 sinα = [Arm base / Ackerman arm radius] 

       sin(15.90) = [Y/0.09] 

      Y = 0.02465m 

Verification: 

 Y = [(king pin centre to centre distance – Length of tie rod)/2] 

     = [(0.57-0.5206)/2] 

 Y = 0.02465m 

A. Turning Radius: 

By ackerman mechanism, 

 Sin(α+θif) = [(Y+X)/R] 

α  = Ackerman angle 

θif = Inside lock angle 

Y  = Arm base 

X  = Displacement of tie rod for 200 rotation of steering wheel 

 R = Ackerman arm radius 

 Sin(15.90+θif) = [(0.02465+0.0375)/0.09] 

     θif  = 27.7350 

 

WKT, 

Turning radius , R2 = a2
2+R1

2………………………..(1) 

Assuming radius R  = 3.5m (standard vehicle) 

     a2  = Distance of CG from rear axle 

     R1 = Distance between instantaneous centre and axis of the vehicle 

To find a2 ; 

     Wf = (W*a2)/L………………………....(2) 
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     Wf = Load on front axle = 9kg 

     W  = Total weight =15kg 

     L   = Wheel base =1m 

      9 =(15*a2)/1 

      a2 = 0.60m 

From eqn(1), 

  R1
2 = R2 - a2

2 

         = 3.52 - 0.62 

    R1 = 3.448m 

To find the position of instantaneous centre from both the axles (C1,C2) 

   ……………………...(3) 

Where, 

 tw = Front track width 

 θif = Inside lock angle of front wheel 

 

                         Fig.3  Turning angles 

 
Therefore, 

 tan 27.7350 = (C1)/[3.448 - (0.755/2)] 

  C1 = 1.614m 

  C1 + C2 = R………………………….(4) 

           C2 = 3.5-1.614 

           C2 = 1.885m 

To find the remaining lock angles, 

Outer angle of front wheel (øof) 

 tan øof  = [C1/(R1+tw/2)]………………………(5) 

 tan øof  = 1.614/[3.448+(0.755/2)] 

       øof  = 22.870 

Inner angle of rear wheel (θir) 

  tan θir  = [C2/(R1-tw/2)]……………………..(6) 

  tan θir  = 1.885/[3.448-(0.755/2)] 

        θir  = 31.540 

Outer angle of rear wheel (øor) 

              tan øor  =  [C2/(R1+tw/2)]…………………(7) 

 tan øor  = 1.885/[3.448+(0.755/2)] 

        øor = 26.230 

For same steering angle, we are reducing turning radius for the same wheel base and track width. 

To find turning radius, R 

 R2 = a2
2 + L2 (cot2δ)………………………….(8) 
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Where, 

 δ = Total steering angle of the vehicle 

To find δ 

 cot δ = (cot θ + cot ø)/2 

Where, 

 θ = Total inner angle of the vehicle 

 ø = Total outer angle of the vehicle 

cot δ = [cot( 27.7350 + 31.540 ) + cot ( 22.870 + 26.230)] /2 

cot δ = 0.7302 

Substituting the value in (8) 

    R = 0.945m 

To get new value of R1  

   R2 =  a2
2 + R1

2 

   R1 = 0.730m 

Now, considering turning radius to be R = 0.945m  

Calculating C1 and C2    

        C1 + C2 = R 

    C1= 0.1853m 

    C2=0.7597m 

By considering new values of C1 and C2, find inside and outside lock angles 

  tan θif = [C1 / (R1 - tw/2)] 

        θif = 27.7350 

 tan øof = [C1 / (R1 + tw/2)] 

       øof = 9.490 

  tan θir = [C2 / (R1 - tw/2)] 

        θir = 65.100 

  tan øor = [C2/(R1 + tw/2)] 

        øor = 34.440  

WKT, 

cot δ =  [cot( 27.7350 + 65.100 ) + cot ( 9.490 + 34.440)] / 2 

 cot δ = 0.494 

Turning radius 

 R2 = a2
2 + L2 (cot2δ) 

 R2 = 0.602 + 12(0.4942) 

 R   = 0.77m          

 

Fig. 4 Turning circle radius drafted in CATIA 
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C. Force Calculation: 

 Total weight = 150 N 

Weight on each wheel = 150/4 =37.5 N 

 ∑V = 0 

  RN = 37.5 N 

Friction force F = µRN 

µ = 0.7 for dry roads 

µ = 0.4 for wet roads 

µ = 0.6 (Data provided by various tire manufacturers) 

         F = 0.6 * 37.5 =22.5 N 

Torque acting on L-type link: 

            = F * length of one side of link 

            = 22.5 * 0.095 = 2.1375 Nm 

Torque acting on steering wheel = Force * Radius  

               2.1375 = F * 0.1 

                        F = 21.375 N 

 

 

 

 
Fig.5  Forces acting on wheel 

D. Design of bolt: 

 Diameter of bolt‘d’ 

  d2 = (4 F/ π τ) 

Where, 

  Shear Force, F = 21.375 N 

   Shear stress, τ = 0.272N/mm2 

 Diameter, 

  d2 = (4*21.375)/ (3.14 * 0.2721) 

  d  = 10mm. 
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VI. RESULTS 

A. Front left wheel vs Steering wheel: 

 
Fig. 6 Front left wheel vs Steering wheel 

As the steering wheel is rotated , the front left wheel rotates at an angle and the ratio of these two rotational angles is called 

steering ratio. This figure shows the plot between angle turned by steering wheel of the model with the angle of front left wheel 

of the model. The average steering ratio between front left wheel and steering wheel is found to be 1.05. 

 
 

B. Front right wheel vs Steering wheel: 

 
Fig. 7 Front right wheel vs Steering wheel 

 
 

This figure shows the plot between angle turned by steering wheel of the model with the angle of front right  wheel of the 

model. The average steering ratio between steering wheel and front right wheel is found to be 1.21. 
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C. Rear left wheel vs Steering wheel: 

 

Fig. 8 Rear left wheel vs Steering wheel 

This figure shows the plot between angle turned by steering wheel of the model with the angle of rear left wheel of the model. 

The average steering ratio between rear left wheel and steering wheel is found to be 0.90. 

 

D. Rear right wheel vs Steering wheel: 

 
 

Fig. 9 Rear right wheel vs Steering wheel 

This figure shows the plot between angle turned by steering wheel of the model with the angle of rear right wheel of the model. 

The average steering ratio between rear right wheel and steering wheel is found to be 1.07. 
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E. Fabricated model: 

 
 

Fig. 10 Fabricated model 

 

VII. ADVANTAGES 

1. A Four wheel steering system achieves better maneuverability at high speeds and reduces the turning circle radius of 

the vehicle. 

2. Parallel parking: The parking and unparking of vehicle is performed easily due to smaller turning radius. 

3. U-turns: The counter-phase steering of the rear wheels enables U-turns on narrow roads. 

4. The response of the vehicle to steering input becomes quicker and precise. 

5. At high speeds vehicle’s straight – line stability is improved. 

 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

 Thus we have created an innovative four wheel steering mechanism using links which is easy to manufacture and install. The 

whole design is light and weight and enables better cornering. Since only links were used the design, manufacture and assembly 

becomes easier. The implementation and maintenance of this system in vehicles are very easy when compared to other four wheel 

steering mechanism. Thus it reduces the turning circle radius of the vehicle and gives better control.  
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